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Go Green with Print!
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There are 20% more trees today than
there were 40 years ago because when
you choose print marketing, you’re
encouraging even more tree growth.
Get growing!

Down to Business

STOP CHASING CLIENTS
Many companies think it’s their mission to chase customers and prospects at all costs. Pursue, pursue,
pursue is what they tell their sales force. But is that approach helping or harming their efforts?
Dan Kennedy, the author of Magnetic
Marketing, believes this pursuit
approach isn’t doing you any favors.
In fact, Kennedy asks an interesting
question: “What’s your natural
impulse when you see someone
following you in hot pursuit? You
skedaddle.”
No matter how long you chase, your
customers and prospects can always
outlast you, and they will if they see
you hot on their tails. Instead, as
Kennedy suggests, ditch the chase
mentality and focus on ways you can
attract your audience.
Provide value that causes your
audience to stand up and take notice
and allows them to come to you. This
could be content you provide through
www.pgc1.com

blogs, a free white paper, or anything
that would offer value while still being
helpful and creating interest for them
to want to learn more.
In support of this idea, Kennedy says,
“When you stop chasing, you no
longer have to resort to gimmicks
to set yourself apart from the pack
of hungry competitors running
alongside you—like slashing your
prices, or grouponing specials—they
are magnetically attracted to you.”
What kind of marketing do you want
your company to be known for:
the kind of marketing that chases
customers down regardless of their
need, or one that eagerly watches
and waits as new prospects come to
you for what they need?

Three Reasons to
Attract, Not Chase:
1. Brings in more committed
customers.
2. Increases your credibility
and builds trust.
3. Engages prequalified buyers,
enabling you to sell only to
prospects that fit your specific
criteria.
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Print Advantage

UNPLUG
WITH PRINT
The digital war for your attention is real. According to
BankMyCell.com, the average smartphone user checks their
device 47 times a day. That’s 17,155 times a year!

Business
Quotes

“Success is a little like
wrestling a gorilla. You don’t
quit when you’re tired. You
quit when the gorilla is tired.”
— Robert Strauss

“Excellence is the gradual result of
always striving to do better.”
—Pat Riley
“If you want a place in the sun, you’ve
got to put up with a few blisters.”
—Abigail Van Buren
What’s more staggering is 85%
of smartphone users check their
device while speaking with friends
and family. Good news, however:
many have come to recognize that
things are off balance. In fact, 47%
of users have tried in some capacity
to limit their digital consumption,
although only 30% have been
successful.
These statistics should prove to
today’s marketers this fact:

The struggle with digital
addiction gives print one of
the most profound, impactful
benefits of all:
it isn’t digital.
In today’s oversaturated digital

world, audiences have begun to
appreciate companies that use
marketing that gives them a chance
to unplug from all things digital, and
it’s one of the reasons that directmail response rates continue to rise.
Those same smartphone users,
92% of them in fact, say they prefer
direct mail when making purchasing
decisions (according to a recent
DMR report).
The choice is simple: by offering
the tangible, physical, non-intrusive
experience print marketing provides,
you’re allowing your consumers to
unplug, to interact with, and to give
full attention to your brand.
It’s not digital:
That’s the Print Advantage!

Precision Graphics Centers
Greenway Plaza
3 Greenway Plaza, Suite C-265
Houston, Texas 77046
713-960-0105
www.pgc1.com

“High achievement always takes
place in the framework of high
expectation.”
—Charles Kettering
“If something is important enough, or
you believe something is important
enough, even if you are scared, you
will keep going.”
—Elon Musk
“Remember, there’s no such thing as
an unrealistic goal—just unrealistic
time frames.”
—Donald Trump
“Don’t try to do everything by
yourself, but try to connect with
people and resources. Having that
discipline and perseverance is really
important.”
—Chieu Cao
“Be undeniably good. No marketing
effort or social-media buzzword can
be a substitute for that.”
—Anthony Volodkin
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The Art of Family
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Did You Know?

HOW TO TURN
OFF WORK
Overworked is a word that could describe most business
professionals. So how are you supposed to leave it at work and
walk in your front door ready to turn your attention to your family?

» In 2006, an Australian man tried
to sell New Zealand on Ebay.
The price rose to $3,000 before
Ebay shut it down.
» Ronald Wayne was a third
Apple founder. He sold his 10%
stake for $800 in 1976.
» In Japan, letting a sumo
wrestler make your baby cry is
considered good luck.
» At one point in the 1990s, 50% of
all CDs were produced for AOL.
» A British man changed his
name to Tim PPPPPPPPPPrice
to make it harder for
telemarketers to pronounce.
» Prairie dogs say hello with
kisses.
» Dwarfs that didn’t make the cut
for Disney were Chesty, Tubby,
Burpy, Deafy, Hickey, Wheezy,
and Awful.
» In the mid-1980s, Fergie was
the voice of Charlie Brown’s
sister Sally.
» Sedona, Arizona, has the only
McDonald’s in the world that
has turquoise arches. The
traditional yellow clashed with
the natural red rock.
» In 2010, the most commonly
stolen vehicle was the 1994
Honda Accord.

www.pgc1.com

Try these tips to switch off from
work and focus on those most
important to you.

comfortable leaving things for
the night knowing you’ll hit it hard
again tomorrow.

Know Your Limits

Decompress While Moving

There will never be enough
hours in the day to accomplish
everything you want to get done.
That means it’s all about how you
prioritize. Understand that those
work issues will still be there
tomorrow, and the world won’t end
tonight. It all comes down to this:
do your best, but then go home.

Use your commute time to process
through the cares of the day and
decompress, so you don’t waste
precious moments doing that at
home. Or consider heading to
the gym or going for a quick walk
immediately after work to shake off
the worries of the day.

Schedule Tomorrow
Take a few minutes to physically
write down the top priorities you
need to focus on tomorrow. This
simple exercise will help you
step back, clear your head, and
see your well-thought-out plan.
It will also afford you the feeling
of control and help you feel more

Create Guardrails
Once you get home, help your mind
stay at home by setting up some
guardrails to keep work thoughts
from creeping in. Turn off workrelated notifications or stay off your
phone completely. With the timesuck that social media and online
games can be, some guardrails can
help you be fully present.
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Featured Product

BUSINESS CARD
PROOF

Business
Funnies®

In the 15th century, the Chinese began using “calling cards”
to announce an intended visit. Now, six centuries later,
we’re still using them. But do they work?
See for yourself! Check out these business-card statistics from
2018:
» 27 million business cards are printed daily.
» A company’s sales increase 2.5% on average for every 2,000
business cards handed out.
» 39% of people would choose not to do business with
someone if they have a “cheap looking” business card. The
most common culprit: cheap paper.
» A colored card typically lasts 10 times longer than the
standard white card.
» 72% of people will judge a company by the quality of the
> Your Email Address <
> Your Phone Number <
person’s business card.
» The most expensive business card ever printed was the Black
Astrum Signature Card with a price tag of $1,500 per card. It
was studded in 30 carats worth of diamonds and was made
of Swiss metal.
If you need help creating the perfect business card to match
your quality of business, give us a call today!

“My main priority is, how big is the seat?”

Customer Care

Service Starts
with Leadership
If you want your employees
to offer superior customer
service to your prospects and
customers, here’s a hint: it starts
with your leadership team.
Have your “higher-ups” begin to look
for ways to serve your team members.
Not only will it help boost company
morale, but it will also inspire others
to pay it forward by going out of their
way to serve others as well.
Not sure how to start? Make it a game
to try and out-serve one another with
simple things around the office. Take
out their trash. Clean the office toilets.
When you go get coffee, bring some
back for the team. You’ll be surprised
at how little it takes to inspire an
atmosphere of service when you’re
willing to serve first.
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Health & Wellness

Talking to Kids
about Weight
Know Your Part
It’s the parent’s responsibility to
provide healthy and adequate food at
consistent mealtimes. However, make
it the child’s responsibility to determine
what and how much they will eat.

Focus on Health, Not Weight

Weight can be a touchy
subject, especially with kids.
Here are a few things to keep in
mind when you are feeling the
need to talk to your child about
their weight.

Since the invention of the Body Mass
Index (BMI) chart, there has been an
unnecessary amount of attention
placed on weight. What if your child
naturally weighs more than other kids
no matter what they eat? It’s important
that the focus should be on your child’s
health, not their weight. Encourage
healthy eating patterns and adequate
activity and leave weight out of it.

Ditch the Diet
It’s long been said that diets don’t work
in the long run and can even lead to
more disordered eating in the future.
Instead of focusing on calorie counting
or numbers, teach your child how to
listen to their body, tuning in to how
activity makes their body feel, and
recognizing at what fullness levels they
feel their best.

Disconnect Morality from Food
How many times have you heard (or
said) something along the lines of, “I
can’t eat that. I’m trying to be good”?
Or, “I’ve been so bad this week. I have
to start eating better.” Messages like
this attach morality to food, teaching
kids that what they eat determines
if they’re good or bad. Food is not a
moral choice, so be mindful of where
and how these types of messages are
affecting your kids.

Apps Scene

Addappt

Proven Hiring for Employers

Android & iOS
This free, business-friendly app is
great at syncing contact information
automatically for everyone in your
network. It works as a contact
manager but better, keeping your
contact list up-to-date in real time.
If someone in your network updates
their contact information, Addappt will
notify you right away, so you always
have the most recent information.
You can also review and edit your
information, see connection requests,
and manage your groups.

www.pgc1.com

Android & iOS

My Minutes
iOS

Take control of your time with this
easy-to-use time-tracking app. My
Minutes is a free app that will help you
set goals such as, “Spend ‘at least’
30 minutes exercising” or “Read and
respond to email ‘at most’ 20 minutes
each day.” Great for recognizing the
time wasters and ensuring your most
important priorities have enough time
to get done,

Proven is your “one-stop shop for
small-business hiring and recruiting.”
Whether you need to post or edit your
position openings, review resumes
over lunch, or touch base with
potential candidates, do it all from your
mobile device. Proven also offers you
the chance to post to hundreds of job
sites all at once, share open positions
on social networks, get notified when
new applicants have applied, and
more. Check it out with a 10-day free
trial and then simply pay per post.
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At the Office

ARE YOU LISTENING?

Books in Review

George Bernard Shaw once said, “The single biggest problem in
communication is the illusion that it has taken place.” Here are
some tips to help you listen and communicate better.
Maintain eye contact.
In a distraction-rich world, it’s easy
to get sidetracked by notification
dings and that continuous stream of
information coming at you. When you
want to listen (and listen well), put
down your device, turn away from
what you’re doing, and give the other
person your undivided attention.

Stop thinking about your
response.
Have you ever tried to have a
conversation with someone who you
knew was more focused on what
they were going to say next than
on really listening to you? Instead
of planning out your next move or
making a list of future actions in your
mind, work to quiet your plan-ahead
thinking and instead hear each word.

Listen to tell again.
To help you narrow in on what’s being

said, expect that what you learn you’ll
have to pass along to someone else.
You’ll naturally become more alert
and ask necessary questions so that
you can accurately relay the details
onto another person. Even if that
next conversation never happens,
tune in your listening as if there will
always be a follow-up conversation
with someone else and you’ll need to
provide the details.

Summarize what you hear.
After the other person has finished
speaking, summarize back to them
what you thought you heard, to see
if you’re understanding correctly.
Start your response with, “So, what
I hear you saying is…” and make
sure you have it correct. Not only
will it help clarify things, but you’ll
eliminate the potential for future
miscommunications.

The Meaning
Revolution: The Power
of Transcendent
Leadership
by Fred Kofman
Every leader wants employees
and team members to be willing
participants and engaged at work.
However, many leaders will often
pursue getting their teams on
board in the wrong way.
Fred Kofman, in his book The
Meaning Revolution: The Power of
Transcendent Leadership, suggests
that the command-and-control
leaders that rely on incentives to
encourage others will continue
to leave their workers feeling
unhappy and tragically uninspired.
Kofman instead encourages
company leaders to be focused on
being transcendent leaders. These
types of leaders are able to show
their team members that who
they are and what they’re doing
each day is spent on improving the
world around them. What they are
doing honestly does matter.
If your desire is helping your team
win, Kofman offers helpful tips
to create a meaningful company
culture, a team-focused approach
to business, and the ability to
remain humble through it all.

www.pgc1.com
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Working Together

RECOGNIZING A
HEAVY LOAD
Validating the workload of another
team member (or even the boss) is a
great gift. Sure, that last project was
a huge success, but keep in mind
that success almost always comes
with unseen costs—sacrificing family
time, putting in long hours, or even
carrying a heavy mental weight to
see the project to completion.

Giving everything you have
as a business owner or as an
employee isn’t easy. Even if
you love what you do and enjoy
going to work each day, it can
still feel like the sacrifices you’re
making go unnoticed.

The truth is, at one time or another,
everyone feels like their pack is the
heaviest or that they’re carrying the
most significant weight. While many
are probably not seeking glory and
riches, more than likely most are
hoping to be recognized for the
amount of effort they’re putting in
or for how big of a workload they’re
carrying.

Invest in
Your Future
Start building a future for
your brand with the ease and
affordability of print marketing.

Precision Graphics Centers
The Shops at The Houston Center
1200 McKinney, Suite 403
Houston, Texas 77010
713-650-6006
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The next time you’re looking to
build up your team, try coming
alongside your team member and
offering them some encouragement
through simple validation. You
might say something like this: “Jeff,
you’ve really taken on a lot with
that marketing project. I want to let
you know that I see and appreciate
your hard work and am working on
fielding other projects to keep you
from getting too overwhelmed.”
Remember, your top performers
won’t speak up when they’re not
feeling validated; they’ll move on
to another company where they do
feel appreciated. Sow your seeds of
appreciation now, and you’ll reap a
stronger team and increased loyalty.
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